THE RIDE TO RICHES!

As the sun sets, neon rules the night. A heavy beat clears the mind. You are one with the empty street in front of you. The signs beckon you in the midnight breeze, it’s time to shift up and go for it!

Night Trax is a 6 reels 4 rows speedy slot. It comes with Trax Respins, split multipliers and a multiplier collecting bonus game.

Do you dare going full throttle into the night?

TRAX RESPINS

Any payline triggers Trax Respins. All non-winning symbols respins as long as existing paylines are extended or new paylines appear.

SPLITS

Splits along diagonal paylines add multipliers to the win amount for those paylines.

DIAGONAL PAYLINES

Paylines with diagonal arrows connect with arrows of the same colour through their endpoints in multiple directions.

X-iter™

X-iter™ allows players to jump right into the action with 5 different game modes ranging from a 5x bet with a guaranteed win up to a 500x Super Bonus.

BONUS GAME

3 bonus symbols trigger the bonus game. Collect multipliers to keep spinning. Arrows connecting multipliers take the value of the multiplier to the left, but also add that value to the multiplier to the right.

Game data

Game: Night Trax
RTP: 95.0%
Volatility: 6 of 10
Max win: 10 000 x bet
Hit frequency: 23.2 %
Max exposure: 1 000 000 coins (1 000 000 EUR)
Bet levels: 0.20-100 EUR or the equivalent in other currencies
Paylines: 72
Game id: 10059
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Languages
BR Brazilian
BG Bulgarian
CL Chilean Spanish
CZ Czech
DA Danish
DE German
EN English
ES Spanish
FI Finnish
GR Greek
HU Hungarian
IT Italian
LT Lithuanian
NO Norwegian
PL Polish
PT Portuguese
RO Romanian
RU Russian
SK Slovakian
SV Swedish
TH Thai
TK Turkish
VI Vietnamese
ZH Chinese (simplified)
ZH Chinese (traditional)
Currencies
AMD Armenian Dram
ARS Argentine peso
AUD Australian dollar
BGN Bulgarian lev
BRL Brazilian real
CAD Canadian dollar
CHF Swiss franc
CLP Chilean Peso
CNY Chinese yuan
COP Colombian peso
CZK Czech koruna
DKK Danish krone
EUR Euro
GBP Pound sterling
GEK Georgian lari
HKD Hong Kong dollar
HRK Croatian kuna
HUF Hungarian forint
IDR Indonesian rupiah
INR Indian rupee
ISK Icelandic króna
JPY Japanese yen
KHR Cambodian riel
KRW South Korean won
MMK Burmese kyat
Mxn Mexican peso
MYR Malaysian ringgit
NOK Norwegian krone
NZD New Zealand dollar
PEN Peruvian Nuevo sol
PHP Philippine peso
PLN Polish złoty
PYG Paraguayan Guaraní
RON New Romanian leu
RSD Serbian dinar
RUB Russian rouble
SEK Swedish krona
SGD Singapore dollar
THB Thai baht
TRY Turkish lira
TWD New Taiwan dollar
UAH Ukrainian Hryvnia
USD US dollar
UYU Uruguayan peso
VND Vietnamese dong
ZAR South African rand

ELK Studios

We build great casino games
Since founded in 2013, ELK Studios has pushed boundaries in the online casino industry. From groundbreaking mathematics to astonishing artwork, ELK takes pride in developing entertaining mobile first content that maximizes the experience for players around the world.

Our games are developed and complied by our inhouse studio in Sweden, and we use well known test centers such as Trisigma and Gaming Laboratories International to certify them. Once released, all games are operated by partners and operators who hold license in each market.